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About This Game

In late 1993, the United States launched dual military operations in Mogadishu Somalia. Delta Force Operatives and Army
Rangers were sent in to capture Somali warlords and restore order. Experience the intense combat of Operation Restore Hope in
this ground breaking first person shooter. As a Delta Force operative participate in a number of daring and intense raids against

the oppressive Somali warlords in and around Mogadishu.

Features

Engage in Close Quarters Battle in a maze of city streets or snipe across the plain with Delta Force's signature long-range
engagements

Open fire from heavy weapons mounted in Black Hawk helicopters or on Military Vehicles

Gear up with an arsenal of authentically modeled weapons used in the streets of Mogadishu

New AI system drives unprecedented teamwork with your fellow soldiers and enemies that skillfully hunt you down
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Fight through a variety of compelling missions, each with multiple objectives

Nonstop, large-scale multiplayer action over LAN or via NovaWorld

Powered by a new game engine optimized to showcase the latest 3D graphics and processor technology

Developed with direction from Special Operations Forces advisors on realistic tactics, situations and details
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Great start so far! I've played a lot of VR games and the mechanics these guys have dreamt up is new, fun, and really innovative.
You can hand parkour around, jet around like Ironman, and even fly around like a flappy bird, amongst others. I can tell the
movement system will have some depth to mastering and probably boil down to personal style\/preference. I didn't get to test out
a lot of the weapons on live targets but I look forward to seeing how movement, spells, and weapons will balance out. I enjoy
games like Quake and UnrealTournament where movement is equally important as shooting and Sweaty Palms seems similar
but in VR.. Doesn't feel like it has a lot to offer in terms of replayability ... after one or two failed attempts I felt like I'd seen
everything the game had to offer, and it wasn't very intriguing.

There just doesn't feel like there's a lot of depth to the game... having only one character to control instead of a whole squad
makes things proceed in a fairly simple matter: walk up to dude, empty your clip, hope you don't die in the process. Repeat.
Repeat. Sometimes you pick up things to help.

How you manuever your character relative to enemies has very, very little effect on gameplay... if any. If you sneak up on a
character who is facing away from you and fire your gun, well ... in that same instant, the enemy manages to spin a full 180
degrees and land a bullet in your chest armor, so positioning and manuevering in this game means nothing.

Kudos for trying a simultaneous move/turn system, but the end result is that you have all the enemies moving the same speed as
you, and most of them have the same range as you. The end result ends up being that once you're engaged in a fight, there is
little-to-no hope of disengaging from the fight to set up a defensive position or do a tricky manuever on the enemy, or whatever
... you just both continually fire on each other, hoping that the enemy dies first.. Meh, it's "okay" really. It's essentially a slightly
worse clone of a bunch of other TDs. Doesn't do anything really new, but it's playable if you're looking for another TD to play..
Decent game, definitely worth a play.

The enemies scale nicely so there's always a little bit of challenge.

Kills a few hours and you can leave it on when to help build up a bit of cash.

Slight issue though, I broke the game when prices for buildings exceeded Duodecillion. Then everything essentially became
free. My player level exceeded 9,000,000 because I wanted to see how far the game could go before my computer started to
tank. Unfortunately, the enemies scaled with this and instantly decimated me because their health was in the millions.

So yeah, that was fun to do :). Yet another modernist art piece masquerading as a game.

The writing and art are very charming. This is definitely a casual game, and it's very telling that most of the people who don't
recommend this game have more playtime on it than the ones who do.

The piece is quite abstract, featuring generic solids with a pastel color pallete. The gameplay is completely open world, with the
vague goal of making the grey grid of squares a little less depressing, and no particular end to that.

Throughout the game, you're peppered with little bits of backstory written in a simple substitution cypher, and a ton of
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incredibly generic but nearly universally applicable bits of life-advice, generally aimed at convincing you to be less boring.

I don't recommend this game. It's an experience that is surpassed in nearly every way by reading a self-help book under a tree in
the park.

However, if you've watched the trailer, and the idea of moving the cube around is more appealing to you than a cheap
sandwich, you'll definitely get your money's worth.. Pretty Hard. Clever, visually outstanding!
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best dollar ever spent
. I swear I was drunk when I got this. There are 2 major flaws with Yashik preventing it from being fun.

The first, the hit boxes for the spikes. They a slightly larger than the actual image so you often feel like you were safe but nope
start that level again.

The second problem is you cant change the key bindings. So you're stuck moving the character with A and D to move left and
right, space to jump and then F to put down the blocks and E to go through the door. It might not sound so bad but since you
need to put the blocks down at very specific times you have your hands squashed together in this awkward way.. The game
system is basically just playing "rock paper scissors" with the computer.. You wield both a pickaxe and a gun simultaneously.
You play as a robot miner who has to battle cartoony demon hordes in an attempt to save his friend. It's rare to get such thrills
for $5.

Quick Look: https:\/\/youtu.be\/GdGEx8CnaBs. A warning: The final boss fight has inconsistent design. Before, you would have
a conversation, and then *you* would engage the boss. For the final boss fight, the conversation happens, and then the boss
instantly attacks you, leaving you unable to escape. I just lost about ~70 floors and ~20[?] levels worth of progress due to my
curiosity, and assumption that I would be able to see what the boss looked like before leaving.
Also, if you spam a magic enhancement during combat, the game can eat your mana multiple times per attack.
Even so, still a fun experience. Can get a bit dull, though, given that combat [or direct preperation for combat] is the only thing
you do in the game.. it has bnsf,cn,ns in this add on. Okay I really hope that this still have some developing to run through as its
right now garbage. BUT it does have room to be something great if the Dev's work in world and character interactions. Being
able to grab move objects would be amazing also maybe adding things. or a dancing game to face off against the girls for the
affections IDK. The potential is there but as this sit's its not worth 11.99. So wish I could get my money back!!!. quite a relaxing
game pleasing to ear and eye alike.
in fact it's so relaxing and casual that there's barely any difficulty at all.
but that's perfectly fine since you can hardly relax while working your fingers off and having a brain meltdown.

sparkle 3 is basically like sparke 2 just with a little bit more of everything. so if you know one of the sparkle games then you
know pretty much all of them.
it's no masterpiece by any standard but if you just want to kill some time then go for it.

however be warned about the achievements. they are really going to make you suffer.
the game itself is maybe about 4 1/2 hours long. but to upgrade your creature to max level you have to add some tedious nutrient
farming of about 1 1/2 hours. and you have to play through the game three times to get all the achievements. ofc that includes
nutrient farming every single time.
so it took me insane 18 hours to get this rather simple game 100% completed and as you can imagine that turned out to be not
relaxing at all.. A solid sequel. I love that Tropico has become an archipelago and that you can extend the country across
multiple islands. The inclusion of the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and
commandos is also an interesting addition and I look forward to continuing my cruel dictatorship!
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